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We employed a multitechnique approach using piezo-force response microscopy and photoemission microscopy to investigate a self-organizing polarization domain pattern in PbTiO$_3$/La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ (PTO/LSMO) nanostructures. The polarization is correlated with the nanostructure morphology as well as with the thickness and Mn valence of the LSMO template layer. On the LSMO dots, the PTO is upwards polarized, whereas outside the nanodots, the polarization appears both strain and interface roughness dependent. The results suggest that the electronic structure and strain of the PTO/LSMO interface contribute to determining the internal bias of the ferroelectric layer. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962007]

I. INTRODUCTION

In ferroelectric (FE) thin films, the preferred orientation of the polarization, termed ferroelectric internal bias,1,2 is at the origin of the so-called imprint effect. On the one hand, the imprint may destabilize the ferroelectric state and promote fatigue2,5 over time and with the number of switching cycles. On the other hand, if it is carefully tailored and preengineered into the system, it can help to improve device switching speeds.4 Importantly, for spintronics and memory applications, it can also be used to create patterned ferroelectric storage media5 or even artificial multiferroics6–9 when combined with magnetic materials.

Ferroelectric internal bias manifests itself as a shift of the hysteresis loop along both the electric field and the polarization axes, i.e., the ferroelectric polarization is pinned in one direction. Asymmetric space charge at the upper or lower interface of a thin film will directly favor one polarization state over the other via the built-in electric field.10,11 The origin of the space charge can be manifold, for example, trapped charges due to the presence of ferroelectrically dead layers at the interfaces,12,13 charge-transfer dipole moments at electrically asymmetric interfaces,14,16 or migration of charged defects inside the layer by internal or external electric fields.1,2 As an example for interface chemistry, different imprint states occur for as-grown PbZr$_{0.2}$Ti$_{0.8}$O$_3$ (PZT) deposited on either SrRuO$_3$ (outward, $P^+$) or La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ (inward, $P^-$).14

Nanostructures can be particularly sensitive to the ferroelectric imprint. In nanostructured PTO/LSMO similar to the present study, the thickness of the LSMO layer determines the location of 180° domain walls.19 Internal bias can couple with charge ordering at the PTO/LSMO interface.20

Here, we employ photoemission electron microscopy using soft x-rays (X-PEEM) to study the ferroelectric imprint and Mn valency at the PTO/LSMO interface in a spatially resolved manner. X-PEEM has already been successfully used to study ferro- and antiferromagnetic domains as well as ferroelectrics21–23 and multiferroics.24,25

The spectroscopic signature of the out-of-plane ferroelectric state in our samples was characterized following the approach of Arenholz et al.,14 measuring the polarity-dependent fine structure at the Ti L$_{2,3}$-edges by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The Mn L-edges yield information about the Mn valence state in LSMO which is crucial for its electrical and magnetic properties. Piezo-response force microscopy (PFM) was used to map the ferroelectric polarization. Contrary to Arenholz et al.,14 the PTO is upwards polarized on the thick LSMO nanodots, possibly because of the nanostructured shape and interface roughness. Outside the dots, the polarization appears to depend on the LSMO roughness and strain.
II. EXPERIMENT

The samples were prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Details about the preparation of similar systems can be found in Ref. 26. First, a La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ dot pattern was deposited on a (001)-oriented Nb-doped SrTiO$_3$-substrate (STON) at 600°C in 0.028 mbar O$_2$ through a SiN stencil mask using 10,000 laser pulses at 5 Hz. Then, the sample was cooled down at −10°C/min in 700 mbar O$_2$. The stencil mask was removed, and the sample was reintroduced into the chamber and heated to 130°C in 700 mbar O$_2$. The sample was allowed once more to cool down in 700 mbar O$_2$. The whole structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a).

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measured an LSMO dot height of 37 nm in the center of the dots (see Fig. 1(b)). The sample was allowed once more to cool down in 700 mbar O$_2$. The whole structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The low thickness was chosen to exalt the role of the interfaces with respect to that of the bulk film.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measured an LSMO dot height of 37 nm in the center of the dots (see Fig. 1(b)). The LSMO between the dots stems from shadowing which occurs during the plasma-dynamics of the PLD process, favored by incomplete contact of the mask. In our case, this is useful since it also allows us to study PTO on thin LSMO. The LSMO thickness between the dots is 1–2 nm, as estimated by XAS measurements.

PFM$^{27}$ as shown in Fig. 1(c) reveals that a self-organized polarization pattern forms spontaneously, with the ferroelectric polarity pointing upwards ($P^+$) on top of the dots and also in a large area fraction between the dots (85% upwards polarization in total). A small fraction (15%) of the surface, however, consists of a regular array of downwards ($P^-$) polarized, crescent moon regions, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), at the maximum distance possible from the dot centers. The AFM topography shows that in these regions the LSMO surface has the lowest roughness, whereas in the dot regions, the higher LSMO thickness leads to roughening of the LSMO and the PTO overlayer (see Fig. 2). For the exterior $P^+$ regions, the rms roughness is 0.23 nm whereas for $P^-$ it is only 0.18 nm.

III. RESULTS

A. Ti L$_{2,3}$ edge

The kinetic energy shift of the secondary electron peak is a measure of the local surface potential which may be correlated with the ferroelectric state.$^{21,22}$ The threshold image shown in Fig. 3 allows us to define the regions for microspectroscopy by XAS.

In Fig. 4, we show the X-ray absorption measurements at the Ti L-edge for the external $P^+$ and $P^-$ regions to

FIG. 1. (a) Sample layout: LSMO dots are deposited by a stencil mask onto a STON substrate. Due to shadowing, the dots exhibit a smooth LSMO thickness gradient at their edges. A 4 nm PTO layer is deposited on top. (b) AFM topography: Peak height of the dots is about 37 nm. (c) PFM phase image. The dots and a large fraction of the exterior are outwards polarized ($P^+$), in between there exist crescent-shaped areas with downwards ($P^-$) polarization. (d) Sketch of the polarity pattern.

FIG. 2. (a) Topography, small scan area in between the dots with enhanced height resolution. (b) Horizontal Sobel filtering shows the different correlation lengths of the surface roughness. The crescent-shaped area of the regions outside the dots is much flatter than the rest of the sample. (c) PFM phase contrast: Dark regions exhibit a $P^-$ state.
highlight differences in spectral shape due to the ferroelectric polarity. In Fig. 4(a), the XAS spectra are shown for p- and s- light polarizations, i.e., where the E-vector is oriented out-of-plane and in-plane, respectively.

The tetragonal distortion splits the $e_g$ into a high energy ($x^2 - y^2$) level and low energy ($3z^2 - r^2$) level, and the $t_{2g}$ levels into high ($xy$) and low energy ($xz$, $yz$) levels, producing pronounced X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) between out-of-plane and in-plane light polarization, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In bulk PTO, $P^+$ and $P^-$ are mirror-symmetric therefore their XLD structures should be indistinguishable. Any difference must be due to a polarity-specific symmetry reduction at the layer surface or interface. The XLD for the $P^+$ state is slightly weaker than for $P^-$ as can be seen from the difference curve in Fig. 4(b), indicating an enhanced tetragonality for $P^-$. By averaging over s- and p-polarization, the effects of the FE polarity become more apparent (lower curve in Fig. 4(c)). The difference curve consists of three features which we label $t_{2g}$, $e_g$ A, and $e_g$ B, equally present at the $L_3$ and $L_2$ edges (see, for example, inset in Fig. 4(a)). For $P^+$, $t_{2g}$ and $e_g$ B increase while $e_g$ A decreases. This behaviour agrees with the experimental findings of Arenholz et al. who explained it in terms of an inward relaxation of the layer for $P^+$ and an outward relaxation for $P^-$, supported by atomic multiplet calculations.

To better understand the effect of ferroelectric distortion on the absorption spectra, we modelled the Ti L-edge spectra by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). The approach properly reproduces the branching ratio and also takes into account solid state effects, since it was shown by similar calculations that the $e_g$ peak splitting is not a local effect, in contrast to atomic multiplet calculations used by Arenholz et al. which make only a local approximation. We apply this method to compute the XLD for the bulk.

![FIG. 3. PEEM image with regions of interest for microspectroscopy.](image1)

![FIG. 4. Ti L-edge spectromicroscopy.](image2)

(a) Experimental and theoretical XAS spectra. (Blue) $P^+$, (Red) $P^-$ polarized regions as shown in Fig. 1(c). The theory curves correspond to two unit cell models with different crystalline structures representing the two ferroelectric surfaces. (b) Comparison of experimental ($I_x - I_d$) and theoretical XLD ($I_x - I_d$). (c) photon-polarization-averaged difference spectrum between $P^+$ and $P^-$ sample areas, experiment and theory. Remark: experimental and theory curves have been offset from 0, for clarity.
phase of PbTiO₃ and to estimate the effect of variation of the ferroelectric polarization on the XLD.

Our *ab-initio* approach correctly reproduces most features of the measured XLD spectra. Since solving BSE is computationally very expensive it is not possible to apply it for any reasonable model of the surface. However, surface effects can be modelled by mimicking crystalline distortions of the surface unit cell. We used a bulk model reproducing “P⁺” (surface 2) and “P⁻” (surface 1) structures at the sample surface.

The calculation for surface 2 resulted in an almost relaxed (cubic) phase whereas surface 1 corresponds to a strongly tetragonally distorted ferroelectric phase with downwards polarization (P⁻).

The theory spectra are shown in Fig. 4(a) and the difference is shown in Fig. 4(c). Despite the crudeness of such an approach (P⁺ is approximated by tetragonally distorted paraelectric phase), the theory results are remarkably close to the experimental curve, showing that the PTO polarization state can be characterized by the spectral shape of the Ti L-edge XAS.

**B. Mn L₂,₃ edge**

In Fig. 5, Mn L-edge spectra, measured through the 4 nm PTO overlayer, are shown for the exterior P⁺, P⁻, and the P⁺ dot polarizations as defined in Fig. 1. The Mn edge in the dots is shifted to higher energy than in the P⁺ regions outside the dots. Following Vaz et al.,²⁰ P⁺ polarization should give rise to hole accumulation in both cases; however, the LSMO outside the dots is much thinner. The edge position outside the dots corresponds to hole-depleted LSMO, suggesting that the film thickness plays an important role.

The experimental spectra of the P⁺ and P⁻ regions exhibit different L₃ lineshapes. By comparison with reference Mn oxide spectra reproduced from Ref. 28, we can assign the peak shapes to changes in the Mn valence state. The Mn²⁺ reference lineshape has been used to align the energy scales of experimental and reference spectra.

The exterior P⁺ regions (blue curve) exhibit a strongly asymmetric lineshape with a low energy maximum. This peak almost coincides with the MnO reference spectrum indicating that there is a strong admixture of a Mn²⁺ valence state. Thus, the exterior P⁺ regions correspond to LSMO with dominating Mn²⁺ valence state. Lower Mn valence states are improbable since they would correspond to under-oxidized LSMO, unlikely in the PLD growth process.

In the exterior P⁻ regions, the peak positions match the Mn₂O₃ reference curve, suggesting a dominant contribution of the Mn³⁺ valence state. Mn₂O₃ (Mn²⁺/³⁺) also has a peak at the same energy as the P⁻ spectra, but in addition a pronounced low energy peak which is characteristic of Mn²⁺. From this we conclude that Mn³⁺ is dominant but no prominent Mn²⁺ is present in the crescent P⁺ regions.

The LSMO dots, where the PTO polarity is also P⁺, exhibit a spectrum with characteristic features for both Mn³⁺ and Mn⁴⁺, indicating that the structure is closer to that of bulk LSMO and the Mn edge is shifted to higher energy.

Thus, in the LSMO layer, the exterior P⁺ regions show mainly a Mn³⁺ valence state, while the exterior P⁻ regions are dominated by Mn²⁺ valence. The LSMO in the exterior of the dots shows suppressed Mn⁴⁺ valency, while the LSMO in the dots shows almost a bulk Mn L-edge signature. The overall valency in the thin LSMO layer outside the dots is reduced as compared to both bulk LSMO and the LSMO dots. Below we discuss how space charge and electronic reconstruction can contribute to the Mn valence changes.

XAS measurements were also done on uniform, non-nanostructured, LSMO layers of different thickness sandwiched between a 4 nm PTO layer at the top and the STO substrate at the bottom (Fig. 6). We prepared a thick, 10 nm
film, with negligible signal from the lower LSMO/STON interface, and a thin, 3 nm film, providing access to the complete LSMO layer including the lower interface.

The 3 nm layer exhibits a strong low-energy feature at the Mn L3-edge near 639 eV, characteristic of Mn2+, missing in the thicker 10 nm film whereas the latter has a spectrum closely resembling that of Mn2O3 (3+). The pre-edge feature in the difference spectrum of Fig. 6 closely resembles a MnO spectrum, while the main peak feature with opposite sign resembles more the Mn2O3 spectrum as shown in the middle panel. The 3 nm film is therefore hole depleted with respect to the 10 nm film. This means that there is a valence shift from Mn3+ towards Mn2+ when going from the uniform 10 nm to the 3 nm film. Similar behaviour has also been found by Valencia et al.32 and electron energy loss spectroscopy identified this feature to be an interface effect.33,34 In our nanostructured sample, the LSMO under the P− regions is only 1–2 nm thick and therefore both interfaces, PTO/LSMO and LSMO/STO, contribute to the Mn absorption edge structure.

There are several important results which can be deduced from the spatially resolved Ti and Mn L2,3 absorption spectra. The PTO is P+ polarized above the thick LSMO dots, giving rise to hole accumulation in the LSMO. The thin LSMO outside the dots is different. The PTO is P+ polarized above slightly rougher LSMO and P− polarized above the smoother LSMO (crescent shaped regions). The Ti L2,3 edge has all the features of the FE tetragonal phase of PTO. AFM results suggest a quite different strain state in the interior P− and P+ regions. This may explain why the P− polarization state reported by Arenholz et al. is only observed in the exterior crescent shaped regions.

The Mn valency changes not only with LSMO thickness but also as a function of the PTO polarization state. For very thin LSMO, the Mn is in general reduced with respect to that in bulk LSMO and underneath the P+ and P− regions the Mn has dominating 2+ and 3+ valence states, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

We now discuss the different interface-related mechanisms coupling the polarization imprint and the Mn valence states in this nano-structured geometry.

A. Space charge

We first consider charge transfer due to the built-in field between the n-type STON and the p-type LSMO. The LSMO and the STON form a p-n junction with electron accumulation on the LSMO side of the interface setting up a space charge region whose width is determined by the effective doping level of the LSMO. The carrier concentration for Nb(0.5 wt. %)/STO is of the order of 10²¹ cm⁻³, i.e., it is highly doped.35 This means that the number of mobile electrons per unit cell can easily attain ~0.1 to 1.0 e/uc. Electrons crossing the lower interface into the LSMO can fill mobile holes in the Mn d-states, thereby reducing the effective valence state and creating hole depletion as observed in the thin LSMO. However, charge transfer of mobile carriers from the substrate setting up a space charge region is not necessarily the only mechanism responsible for the change in the XAS lineshape. Also, it is only valid for the bottom LSMO/STON interface.

B. Electronic reconstruction at the LSMO interfaces

Electronic reconstruction due to the polar discontinuity and associated local charge transfer at the upper and lower interfaces must also be considered. Since La₀.₇Sr₀.₃MnO₃ is a polar oxide, an electronic reconstruction similar to LaAlO₃/SrTiO₃ (Ref. 36) may occur at both the LSMO/PTO interface and the LSMO/STO interface, in order to screen the polar discontinuity. In an ideal picture, 1/3 e− or 1/3 h per unit cell is transferred to the MnO₂ plane closest to the interface, depending on the termination.37 There are two possible interfaces: (i) MnO₂-La₀.₇Sr₀.₃O-TiO₂-SrO (n-type interface) and (ii) La₀.₇Sr₀.₃-O-MnO₂-SrO-TiO₂ (p-type interface). On TiO₂ terminated STO, as in our case, the first layer in the LSMO should be La₀.₇Sr₀.₃O, i.e., an n-type interface and the MnO₂ plane nearest to the interface should receive 1/3 e− to avoid the polar catastrophe. In reality, interfacial cation intermixing and oxygen vacancy formation are additional mechanisms to be considered, but are beyond the scope of our paper. We suggest, however, that the interface electronic reconstruction may be partly responsible for the Mn valence change. Other studies, for example, Mundy et al., assign a Mn²⁺ contribution to the LSMO/STO interface.38

Besides this, at the PTO/LSMO interface, additional charge must be screened due to the FE polarization of PTO. Such changes should be reflected in the XAS spectra of regions with opposite polarity, but of equal LSMO thickness. Chen et al. predicted that by switching the ferroelectric polarization, the LSMO hole doping can be changed from 0 e/C₀ (depletion or P−) to almost 1 e/C₀ (accumulation, P+) in the MnO₂ plane closest to the interface.39 Experiments with hard x-ray absorption on PZT/LSMO nanocapacitors support this hypothesis. Vaz et al. found that a chemical shift of the Mn K-edge is associated with polarization reversal of a PZT layer in contact with LSMO.20 Here, the Mn absorption edge in the hole-depleted state (P+ ) is at higher energy. However, as shown by the Mn edges in Figs. 5 and 6, the LSMO thickness appears to play an important role in determining the hole-depletion/accumulation. This effect requires more study since LSMO also loses its metallicity in very thin layers.37,39,40

C. LSMO orbital ordering and PTO polarization

In addition to the effect of the built-in field and of polarization-induced variations in doping, we must also consider the role of the local chemistry and bond hybridization at the PTO/LSMO interface. Fig. 7 shows the XLD spectra for the 3 and d = 10 nm LSMO layers sandwiched between a STON substrate and a 4 nm PTO layer.

For the 10 nm layer, the XLD is small and slightly positive, indicating preferential out-of-plane orbital ordering of electrons, whereas for the thinnest layer of d = 3 nm thickness, the XLD becomes considerably stronger, changes its shape, with its integral being negative. In conclusion, the
in-plane orbitals are preferentially occupied for the thinner LSMO.

The shape of the XLD in the thin LSMO layer closely resembles the spectrum of a thin LaMnO$_3$(3 u.c.)/STO(2 u.c.) superlattice. The authors of this study argue that interfacial distortion/charge transfer is responsible for the spectral shape and sign of the XLD, with in-plane ordering of ultrathin LMO layers (3 u.c.) and out-of-plane ordering for thicker layers (17 u.c.).

We suggest that electronic in-plane orbital ordering of thin LSMO layers can lead to an altered charge balance of the PTO/LSMO interface, thereby facilitating the formation of a $P^-$ state in the PTO, i.e., a positive fixed polarization charge at the PTO/LSMO interface. Alternatively, full depletion of the LSMO layer due to the junction with the n-type Nb-doped STO substrate may also provide a source of electronic charge to screen the positive polarization charge. Further work is necessary to elucidate this point.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, independent measurements by PFM and X-PEEM spectroscopy show that a PTO layer deposited on an LSMO nanostructured template spontaneously forms a polarity-domain pattern consisting of 180° out-of-plane polarized regions. The polarity pattern correlates with the LSMO thickness and roughness. Regions where the LSMO is thin show a reduced Mn valency, i.e., hole depletion. $P^+$-polarized regions exhibit a valence state shifted towards Mn$^{2+}$, while $P^-$-polarized regions show a spectrum closer to Mn$^{3+}$. Ultrathin LSMO layers sandwiched between the STON substrate and a PTO layer show in-plane orbital ordering of the Mn 3d electrons with an electronic reconstruction different from thicker LSMO layers. These correlations strongly suggest that a mix of electronic, structural, and mechanical effects is at play: space charge, electronic reconstruction via charge transfer, and orbital ordering combine to determine the local ferroelectric imprint. The latter is therefore the result of complex interactions between several competing electronic phenomena which must be fully understood in order to envisage engineering of novel ferroelectric based electronics. It is clear, for example, that the role of thickness dependent micro-strain in the flexoelectric effect must be further studied. The results are of importance for the understanding of functional FE/FM heterointerfaces, concerning local imprint, magnetoelectric, and transport properties.42
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